This paper discuss the integration of machine learntheory. Traj4 ing and sensor-based control in intelligent robotic Ss- 
has been advanced. It appears to be a promising vehicle to bridge the current gap between the symbolic reasoning methods that underlie AI planning and the existence of continuous changes in the world, a cornerstone of control theory.
Explanation-based control employs machine learning techniques, primarily explanation-based learning [4, 10] over a symbolic axiom set representing background knowledge of the world. The ontology of the symbolic logic is inspired by control theory and permits the representation of simultaneously and continuously varying world quantities. The predicates are based on work in qualitative reasoning [5, 2, 8, 14] . Basically, the approach involves 1) observing a human or specialized control system expert as it solves a problem currently beyond the learning system's capabilities, 2) [7] . Among [16] need to be understood. In other words, it is desirable that "small puck motion" translate to "large image motion" in order to increae the sensitivity of the vision sensor. However, it is also desirable that "large puck motion" translate to "small image motion" im order to reduce the amount of information that the vision system needs to process in real-time. Understanding this and other trade-offs are fundamental for this application.
